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Speakers’ Corner 
 
Some years ago — in 1971 or thereabouts — we set off to learn psychiatry. We were a 

group of six medical students who had travelled together through medical and surgical wards, 
theatres, clinics and laboratories. We had learnt the rudiments of anaesthesia. We had delivered 
babies. We had assisted at post-mortems. Now we had arrived at the designated mental hospital 
by means of a public service bus, boarding it at the central depot near the city Infirmary. The 
hospital was sited on a gentle rise in pleasant rolling English countryside. 

I had never been inside a mental hospital before. 
Several persons also travelling in the same bus were evidently patients’ relatives. When 

the bus stopped at the gates, these relatives tramped silently up along the drive, each 
maintaining a certain distance from the others. I have since seen this meticulous maintenance of 
distance amongst relatives entering a prison gatehouse. There was something secretive about 
their walk; this paradoxically marked them out. 

We students paused at the gates, arrested by a novel sight. The two gate-posts were tall 
stone structures, each with a large stone ball atop. Sitting on the right-hand (westernmost) 
gatepost, his rump on the ball, his feet on the square stone which supported the ball, was a man 
of about thirty. He was tall and thin; his calves, thighs and arms were little short of emaciated. 
He wore an old-fashioned, summer-weight, dark-checked suit and a rumpled white shirt 
without a collar. The relatives ignored him and continued their formation up the drive. 

Well, the gatepost-man was arresting. We looked up at him. He apparently wished an 
audience — he spread his thin arms like an orator — and we briefly took the role he wished. 
Tall Martha crossed her arms and waited. We were quite naïve. In retrospect that was a fair 
position to have held. We looked up at him in silence. 

‘Do you understand Kant? Kant is the only philosopher since Plato to make clear sense,’ 
he said, his voice precise and nasal. ‘“Of the crooked timber of humanity nothing straight was 
ever made.”’ 

I had honestly then never heard of Kant, but the seated man seemed to me to speak 
coherent truth. 

I, hardly the spokesman of the group, put myself forward. ‘That’s interesting, Janus,’ I 
said. 

‘I’m glad you find it so,’ said the man on the gatepost, smiling at the pleasantry. He held 
up a slender finger. He had guessed a captive audience and he expounded further. 

Well, it might have been nonsense; it might have been truth, but it wasn’t closely argued. 
It was, as far as I could make out, a skein of thought that made little sense. 

This was deeply disappointing to me. To be honest I had hoped — rebellious person that 
I was — to encounter a genius put away as a madman; and the man on the gatepost might have 
been that figure. But he wasn’t.  

I looked away at the fine stand of trees, and, beyond, at the hospital. It was not a Victorian 
asylum but a conglomeration of large, ornate villas designed for the treatment of mental illness 
as this was envisaged in the mid 1930’s. At the centre of the complex was a squat semi-secure 
unit with locked wards. 

The man on the gatepost, seeing that he had lost his audience, lost his voice also, and, his 
face in his hands, he lapsed into melancholia and became mute. 

Nothing would shake him from this, and tears dropped from between his fingers. He 
would take no solace. 

The gateposts were high: he must have reached his stance by climbing a yew-tree. It 
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would have been a difficult if short climb. Later on I wondered why so poisonous a tree had 
been allowed to flourish in the grounds of a mental hospital. But no matter now. 

‘We must leave you and go on,’ said Tall Martha, the natural leader of our group. Her 
voice was compassionate but incisive. ‘We have our appointment with the Medical Director. 
We had better not be late. I’m sorry.’ 

The man on the gatepost made no response: his hands obliterated his gaze: his attempt at 
communication had gone. 

‘I’m sorry,’ said Tall Martha again. ‘But you see how it is.’ 
We left him and walked on up the drive. Ahead of us a small detachment of the convoy of 

relatives was filing through a large double-door. 
We followed them and approached the same door. 
And apparently we had made our first mistake. Although it was the front door, unlocked 

and easily opened, there was no reception inside. 
‘Follow me,’ said Tall Martha, looking round herself at the outside world as though 

reluctant to leave it. She had a very open manner and always revealed her emotions by her 
visible expression. 

She pushed open the door. We entered, following her, taking in the vague — no, strong 
— institutional smell. There was no-one to guide us. There was a wide hardwood door on 
which was written Balneotherapy. Otherwise there were no signs. The hall was empty. 

Except for a small, middle-aged man who was placed in no attitude of welcome, but who 
was wandering about looking at the ground. His dirty shirt was outside his flannel trousers. He 
had the appearance of someone reduced to counting his paces. 

We approached him. He shook his head as Tall Martha spoke to him. He could not help 
us. He was mute. His hands hung inertly by his sides. His face was devoid of expression, but his 
eyes followed us. 

Tall Martha looked back at us and drew down the corners of her mouth in an expression 
of irony. 

The small man looked at us in a fashion that was neither friendly nor unfriendly, but 
curiously he seemed to have regard for our innocence. He was involved in himself — if he 
could be said to be involved in anything — but he silently attached himself to us as though he 
were a member of our group. 

This I came to notice. We students were regarded as curiously innocent, and likeable, 
wholesome persons. Being innocent, we listened. We were nothing to do with the governing 
regime. People were often involved in themselves but at the same time wished for some reason 
to accompany us. So this man unspeakingly joined our group. 

He said nothing, but he apparently wished to be with us, as did many of those we found. 
Well, where were we to go? The six students? Who were we to find? 
 

* 
 

There was nothing for us to do but to follow the line of the wide corridor. We soon came 
to a junction beneath a large skylight. 

‘Right or left, Martha?’ asked Diana Rushfield, looking out of place in her long, pale, 
mint-green summer dress and her moderately high-heeled shoes. She raised her hands and 
adjusted her tortoiseshell Alice band. 

‘Damned if I know, Di,’ murmured Tall Martha, looking one way and then the other 
down the perspective of the alternatives. ‘But a choice must be made. Follow me.’ 

She took the right-hand corridor, followed by the rest of us, followed in turn by a number 
of people who seemed to wish to take our lead. Perhaps they thought we knew where we were 
going. Or perhaps they just wished to follow a group of people who appeared unanimous in 
their action. 

We later found that we had taken the wrong entrance. At the present moment, not 
knowing this, we were lost inside the labyrinthine warren of a large facility. And so we found 
ourselves lost amongst the lost, talking without effect to the people we had found and collected 
and, in the process, we discovered our own disorientation. Not a bad beginning. 
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The right arm of the fork ended in a pair of double-doors above which was the cipher 
D-Block. Tall Martha pushed the doors. ‘It’s locked,’ she murmured. Beneath the unpolished 
bronze finger-plate was a well-used keyhole in a scratched circle of steel. There was a small 
round window in each door; these windows were glazed with bluish plastic, now well 
scratched. Tall Martha looked through one of them, evidently fascinated by what she saw. I 
joined her. The glazing was so scratched and smeared with fingerprints that it was difficult to 
make much out, but evidently the corridor opened to a ward. Male figures could be seen 
wandering about, most of them stooped and hopeless, against the light of long windows. ‘We’ll 
try the other fork.’ Tall Martha folded her arms. So the six of us retraced our steps. ‘No doubt,’ 
said Tall Martha, ‘we will discover the female counterpart.’ And this was so. It was designated 
E-Block. The similarity was eerie: the view through the scratched glazing was a mirror-image 
of the last, except that here the moving figures were female. Their stooped stances were similar. 
Men and women held behind locked doors in places each the mirror image of the other. Tall 
Martha put her part-extended right forefinger to her mouth. She is a thoughtful woman, and I 
could tell something was running through her mind. She began to murmur— 

‘ “each his head is, as his fellow’s, sunk;  
And so must stir compassion, not by voice  
Of words alone, but that which moves not less—  
The sight of misery.” ’ 

She looked at me. 
‘Dante?’ I asked. 
Tall Martha nodded her head. ‘Purgatory, I think. The words rose unbidden.’ She sighed. 

‘I guess we try all the doors,’ she said. She began to do so. First, a linen room; twelve women of 
various ages were engaged in repairing green surgical drapes which were stamped with the City 
Infirmary’s mark. Outwork, evidently. Tall Martha closed the door and we walked back 
towards the entrance. I won’t go into it all. We found a small operating theatre where, we later 
found, lobotomies had been carried out. On the way back to the entrance we found another 
corridor which we had overlooked; the junction was made rather dark by the dense foliage of 
overhanging trees. 

Half an hour after entering the hospital, at the behest of a male nurse who unexpectedly 
emerged from another portal — he had been sent to search for us — we identified ourselves (as 
though we needed identifying.) He upbraided us for our foolishness in going in the wrong door. 
It appeared that, beguiled by the speaker on the gatepost’s ball, the six of us had unwittingly 
walked past the entrance lodge where a letter with a site map had been left for our group’s 
leader. Tall Martha was embarrassed by this — she began to smooth her summer dress, not 
without anger, pulling at the skirt: a sure sign of her distress — but I told her not to worry: our 
informal journey of self-administered discovery had been educational. She smiled at me. She 
always appreciated my support. We were then redirected. The small man and our other 
satellites were summarily (and rather curtly) disengaged from us and sent back to wherever 
they had come from. We were briskly taken to a further door; this led to a grassy quadrangle 
with a sundial in the centre, and thus to the Medical Block where the Medical Director, Dr 
Straatverkoper, had been awaiting us in his office, which was large enough to double as a 
seminar room. He was displeased by our tardiness and said so. He pointedly looked at his 
watch. He paced to and fro. From the beginning I didn’t like him. He was certain of himself in 
an arch-patriarchal manner. Even as a child I didn’t like that trait in people other than my own 
natural father (and he soon dropped the mantle of patriarch, which he found uncomfortable, 
preferring to regard me first as a younger friend and later a pal on equal terms.) Dr 
Straatverkoper had too sure an understanding of the nature and conformation of the world. 
Thought is as fluid as a river and any attempt to seize some transient perturbation of the current 
as an owned property is probably mistaken. It slips away between the fingers. You are left with 
an illusion. That’s what I think. Dr Straatverkoper, like most Olympians, was very sensitive to 
dislike, though, saw it immediately, and dealt with it reciprocally. 

Now I can understand Dr Straatverkoper’s suspicions about us. We must have looked 
odd. The grouping of clinical medical students was a self-selecting process, and, naturally, 
like-minded people formed groups in which they felt individually and collectively at ease. The 
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establishment boys, for instance, had formed all-male groups of sons of local medical 
magnates. Our outfit, in contrast, was unusual. It comprised a strange collection of 
softly-spoken individuals who wouldn’t have fitted in elsewhere; intelligent, investigative, 
questioning and inclined to behave like rebellious misfits if patronised. There wasn’t a doctor’s 
son or daughter between us. The sexes were just about as equally represented as they could 
have been: three men and three women. There were six of us. And, of course, being the people 
that we were, we had elected the most difficult person in our group as its leader. Tall Martha 
was the natural choice.  

 
 

Free Accommodation 
 
‘Who is the group-leader?’ 
Tall Martha, stiffening — as I say, she always portrayed every one of her emotions 

visibly — raised the long forefinger of her right hand to the level of her face, the gaze of her 
long-lashed, dark-grey eyes watchful and unsmiling. She was prepared to be frankly pleasant 
but she was equally prepared to be quietly awkward. She sometimes accepted olive branches, 
but she never offered them. 

‘Ah, a raised finger. What a statement with which to begin. And we have a matriarchal 
family. Unusual. Pleased to meet you, ma’am, even if you’re not prepared to smile.’ Dr 
Straatverkoper stared at Tall Martha. He clearly expected an apology for our lateness. He 
waited. The apology was not going to be forthcoming. Then he said to her: ‘perhaps you would 
kindly introduce yourself and then your colleagues.’ 

Tall Martha hesitated. She never did anything by rote obedience. I work from my own 
volition, her gestures seemed to say. She could be subtly but keenly insolent to those in 
authority to whom she had taken a dislike, her manner considered and deliberate. So she 
paused, taking her time, allowing an equilibration of the moment. Then she stood. ‘I am Martha 
Hightower. This is Stephen Metzler; Diana Rushfield, Nick Bremmer —’ Tall Martha indicated 
all six of us with the palm of her hand. Her manner was affectionate as she pronounced our 
names. She sat down. 

Dr Straatverkoper looked at her, seemed about to say something, but desisted. 
Tall Martha sat still, her gaze vigilant, her manner distant once more. She folded her arms 

and crossed her long legs at the ankle. Her shoulders were square, her back straight. She 
radiated a quiet defiance. She endlessly knew where she was with people; spatial and temporal 
uncertainties (such as our getting lost) alone made her anxious. (In this she was my opposite.) 
She once told me that she had a fear of labyrinths, and, as a girl, had had nightmares about being 
one of the young men and women chosen by lot to wander the maze until they encountered the 
Minotaur. Well, it was the worry of making the wrong choice and finding the Minotaur: the 
Minotaur itself she had never met in her dreams: only the turning of the corner and the certainty 
of the encounter. She told me this as we began a fine dawn nitrous-oxide twosome in a vacant 
anaesthetic-room in the maternity hospital, she lying shoeless on her back on the stark terrazzo 
floor in the early sunlight, her long, powerful legs splayed, and she taking the anaesthetic mask 
in her hands, her face ecstatic. 

‘Tell me, Miss Hightower,’ said Dr Straatverkoper, ‘how you came to be the 
group-leader. Were you appointed?’ 

‘I was elected,’ said Tall Martha. 
‘How?’ 
‘By secret ballot,’ said Tall Martha. 
‘How curious,’ said Dr Straatverkoper. 
‘What other way could there possibly be?’ reasoned Tall Martha, not shifting an inch 

from her studied pose. ‘Unanimously, if you are curious. Apart from my own vote, of course.’ 
Then she tossed her head. 

Dr Straatverkoper left the subject. I subsequently noticed that he was always very careful 
when he addressed Tall Martha. 

So we had our first elementary seminar in psychiatry. It was certainly assured. And it had 
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been given many times before. We were taught the major difference between neurosis (you are 
in touch with reality) and psychosis (you have lost touch with reality). All very well and good, 
though it rather begs the question of the nature of reality itself. I write novels, novellas and short 
stories and have a vivid imagination; my characters are as real to me as living people. In a way. 
In many ways. They live in my mind. Their interactions fascinate me. They have their own 
autonomy: I don’t tell them what to do: they direct me how to write their lives. Am I mad? No: 
I don’t regard myself so. Would I become mad if I couldn’t set these people down on paper? 
Possibly. Deprive me of their company and the worlds they inhabit, though, and I should go 
insane. 

Dr Straatverkoper drew — chalk on blackboard — what I can only call a cladogram of 
mental illness, categorizing the named entities by symptomatology. It certainly looked simple. 
Oh, that it were. 

Dr Straatverkoper caught me looking at him speculatively. He paused in his cladistics. 
‘What a strange group you are. I don’t mind your being uncooperative: I’d encourage it, except 
I see you don’t wish for my encouragement. So. You: the thin man sitting next to Miss 
Hightower. What’s your name?’ 

I gave him my name. 
‘You stutter,’ he said. ‘And you have a number of almost stereotypical mannerisms; 

clicks, sighs, fidgets, grimaces.’ 
‘You noticed, sir,’ I replied. I have learned to live with these oddities. I can’t do much 

about them. My friends put up with them. People who can’t put up with them I wouldn’t wish as 
friends. Tall Martha says they are a part of me and that she wouldn’t understand me without 
them. 

He had singled me out amongst the students. 
‘Do you know the difference between a stereotypical movement and a tic?’ 
‘No.’ 
‘A tic can be briefly brought under conscious control.’ He paused. ‘Don’t be 

embarrassed.’ He leaned forward. ‘You are looking at me negatively. Are you a negative 
person?’ 

I didn’t quite know what to say. 
‘Well?’ asked Dr Straatverkoper. 
‘I’d say I was critical rather than negative. I like to have evidence before I accept an idea 

as being true. I don’t much like being handed other people’s truths on a plate. I’m not being 
negative, though, sir.’ I looked at him. I could feel Tall Martha’s supportive presence beside 
me. I always felt her presence powerfully. ‘You can be shown something convincingly, but, to 
learn something convincingly, teacher and student ultimately have to be present in the mind of 
the same person.’ 

‘All scholars are then autodidacts?’ 
‘Ultimately. If their knowledge is to be authentic.’ 
Raising his eyebrows he turned to Tall Martha. ‘What do you think, Miss Hightower? Do 

you agree?’ 
‘Yes, I do,’ said Tall Martha. ‘It’s reasonable. As a group we frequently discuss matters 

of this kind. On the bus coming here we sat at the back discussing the extent to which apparent 
social reality is formed by the structures of the language of the past.’ She then looked out of the 
window at the wispy summer cloud formations in the blue of the sky. 

Dr Straatverkoper considered this, considered the nature of the group who sat before him, 
and then changed the subject. But he still addressed me personally. 

‘Are you a homosexual?’ he asked. 
How I wish that I could have been verbally fluent. I should have liked to have said: 

“come to your point. You’ve singled me out for your own purposes. Behind the question lies a 
provocation, not an honest demand for information.” But I could not do this. I would not speak. 
I was not going to stutter. I folded my arms and glared at him. 

‘See how easy it is to raise emotions,’ said Dr Straatverkoper to the others. ‘Here you see 
anger. In another you might have seen shame. Or you might have seen hands with palms held 
level and an expansive smile. But here: see— He is unquiet. He has made fists of his hands. He 
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wishes to strike me. Look how his external jugular veins stand out. Understand the categories of 
emotion. Question. Observe. Little is under conscious control. That’s the first lesson. Little is 
under individual conscious control. Almost every emotion is under social control. I think so, 
after thirty years practice of psychiatry. I accept I may be wrong. You are an unusual group and 
so I do not ask your pardon. You are individual rather than social: or, perhaps, you are social in 
your individuality. What a tribe you are.’ 

He looked at me again. 
‘Want free accommodation?’ he asked. He must have seen that I was poor. I wore a 

jacket of Hebridean tweed with stitched leather patches on elbows and cuffs: my father’s, in 
fact. 

‘What must I do?’ I asked. 
Dr Straatverkoper smiled. ‘Become the suturer. Be prepared to get up at night to sew up 

wounds. Anything that can be treated on-site by a student. Big injuries go by ambulance to the 
Infirmary. That’s all. And you’ll have access to dinner in the subsidized staff canteen. That 
should please you by the look of you.’ 

I regarded him. He knew I didn’t like him. 
‘Well?’ asked Dr Straatverkoper. ‘Thin man?’ 
‘Thank you,’ I said. ‘I’ll do it.’ 
‘I knew you would,’ said Dr Straatverkoper, a trace of contempt in his voice. He made no 

attempt to disguise this. ‘My secretary will give you the keys after this seminar.’ 
He then resumed his cladistics. Tall Martha shot me a welcome glance of fierce 

confederacy while his back was turned. 
Why he asked me, I’ll never know. I think I disliked him more than any other doctor I had 

yet met. He certainly enjoyed sitting on top of the pile in his role as Medical Director of this 
institution. Perhaps he enjoyed occupying some fictional ball atop a hieratic gatepost. 

After the seminar I collected the keys from his secretary, a gaunt middle-aged woman 
who was in the middle of considerable paperwork activity. I waited for her to pause in her tasks. 
‘So you are the suturer,’ she said, rooting in a cluttered drawer and bringing out a heavy 
chatelaine of keys, all with brass tags. ‘I don’t know what they all fit,’ she said. ‘Though this is 
the key of the old nurses’ home. This is the key of your floor. This is the key of your room. See, 
it has a number. I’ve never been there myself, so I don’t know how to find it. You somehow 
look as if you’d be good at finding your way around strange places. All these other keys — 
well, search me. Dr Straatverkoper would know. He’s a careful man. He doesn’t do things 
lightly. You’ll find the locks to which they fit.’ She passed over the keys. ‘Keep them out of the 
hands of the patients, or there’ll be trouble. Fasten the chain to your belt and never take it off, 
even at night. It must always be physically attached to you.’ She smiled briefly. ‘I’m told the 
old nurses’ home is only partially occupied. You’ll meet Dr du Lac, probably. That’s all. Oh, 
here’s the bleep. I have changed the battery. That’s all. You may go now.’ She passed me the 
pager. 

This stark, quasi-military attitude was, I found, quite common throughout the institution 
from Dr Straatverkoper downwards; at least amongst staff-members of some longstanding. 

I left the building, fastening the chatelaine to my belt. 
‘Can you tell me where the old nurses’ home is? I asked a porter who was walking up the 

drive. 
‘Ah, you must be the new suturer,’ he said. He pointed at a distant building among the 

mature beeches. ‘There it is. Best of luck.’ 
And so I walked to the old nurses’ home. It was a pleasing 1930’s building, of light-red 

brick, ell-shaped, with three floors, the uppermost a Mansard storey with a row of dormer 
windows, sixteen in all; had it been a private house these would have been servants’ rooms. 
One of them was mine. Of that I was sure. But the accommodation was free. I was glad of that. 
If you don’t have much money, you don’t have much money, and that’s it. That fact doesn’t 
have to lower your opinion of yourself. Nor does it have to make you envious of others. (After 
the seminar Tall Martha had come up to me and had quietly asked: “do you wish to do the 
suturing? It’s the House Officers’ work really. If you don’t, I’ll have it out with the 
Kommandant. He forced the job on you, and I didn’t like that.” “You’re generous, Marth, but 
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I’ve said I’d do it. And, besides —” Tall Martha had pressed my hand. “Very well,” she said, 
with a gentle smile. She knew I needed the accommodation though she wouldn’t allude to it. 
She was a thoughtful woman. She looked around herself. “Let’s find somewhere to have coffee. 
Though first I badly need to take a shit, if you’ll wait for me.” We then wandered around the 
Administration Block which was in itself something of a maze until we found the women’s 
staff washroom; I stood outside and waited for her. Then we found a coffee vending machine. 
We took our cups of coffee and sat outside on a bench near the sundial. “The weather and the 
company are pleasant, even if the coffee’s bilge. Still, I’d rather it were that way round,” said 
Tall Martha. She placed her hand on mine. “I find I’ve taken against the Kommandant.’ She 
paused. ‘And while you’re investigating the place see if you can locate an unobserved 
anaesthetic trolley in a discreet location. I could use a good gas-session with you. I really could. 
A week without nitrous is like the Scottish Play without the Queen.” She stood. “I must go. Pax 
tecum,” she said, smiling at me. “Et cum spiritu tuo,” I replied. It was a way we had of parting. 
It was just a way we had. She walked off across the grass and between the trees rather than 
down the path; I admired her distinctive, long-legged style of walking.) 

The old nurses’ home was a curious building and typical of its era. The ground floor 
housed the staff kitchen, staff canteen and male and female staff wash and locker rooms. The 
top floor seemed untenanted. At least, that was my impression. I sometimes heard people — 
women, to judge by the cadence of their footfalls — walking along the corridor in the night, but 
I never met them. Perhaps we just kept different times. 

That evening, after a lonely but subsidised dinner (a surprisingly good steak and kidney 
pie) I padded about the building, exploring it. I found a ground-floor room where light shone 
under the door. There was the sound of a classical chamber orchestra. I recognised the piece: 
Ernest Bloch; the maestoso - allegro from his second concerto grosso. It’s wonderful music.  

There was a sign painted on the door but the light was too poor to read it; the day was by 
now nearly gone — I could make out the last rays of the sun in the heads of the tall poplars. It 
was too dark to discern the writing on the door. For some reason I hadn’t wished to advertise 
my presence and so had not turned on the corridor lights. Places take on a changed atmosphere 
as the sun sets. I stood in the gloom on creaking floorboards and listened.  

Then the door was suddenly flung open and the silhouette of a figure in a white coat 
angrily confronted me. 

It was a woman. She shouted: ‘Who is that, prowling about in the darkness? How did you 
get in? This is a secure building!’ Her voice was terrible and huge. ‘Identify yourself 
immediately!’ 

I noticed the sign on the door. It said Doctors’ Mess. Brown door: black paint. The 
lettering would have been hardly more visible in daylight. 

‘Well? Have you no tongue?’ 
I could, of course, do nothing but stutter. 
‘Which ward are you from?’ She unfolded her arms. Her voice and stance had softened 

considerably. ‘I’ll take you back,’ she said, gently. ‘Don’t worry. I’ll see that everything is 
alright.’ 

‘I’m the student,’ I said at length. 
‘The suturer? Show me your keys, then, seamster.’ 
I pulled out the chatelaine. 
The silhouette put her head on one side. ‘’Verkoper knows how to choose ’em, doesn’t 

he? He can smell impoverishment, for sure. No one in their right mind would want to come and 
live here unless they had to. But, then again, why do I myself live here? I do not know. I don’t 
have to. So you are the suturer, eh? Well, be away about your business.’ She began to close the 
door. 

‘Can’t I come and keep you company?’ I asked. 
‘Certainly not. You are a student. This is the doctors’ mess. You aren’t a doctor, are you? 

I don’t want students making free with our mess. So, be on your way,’ she said, her voice curt. 
She made a brushing gesture with her hand. She reached out and turned on the corridor lights. 
For the first time I saw her face. 

‘Are you certain? I appreciate the music of Ernest Bloch, and would be grateful if you 
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would allow me to remain.’ 
She stood in the doorway, her eyebrows arched. She looked at me very carefully, her 

gaze piercingly vigilant. Then she brought down the corners of her mouth. 
 
 

Cider with Jane 
 

 
Then she folded her arms. She nodded her head. ‘Come in,’ she said, softly. She held the 

door open and then closed it behind us. I have never experienced the sensation of being 
appraised as strongly as now. Her gaze was as keen as a knife. 

She held out her right hand. ‘Jane du Lac,’ she said. ‘Registrar to Straatverkoper.’ 
We shook hands. 
I gave her my name. 
‘Let’s sit down and listen to the music,’ she said. 
It was a vast room, dusty and practically unused, except by Jane du Lac who had made a 

corner of it her own domestic empire. She indicated a chair. We sat next to each other, facing a 
table on which there was an enormous, ancient Kolster-Brandes valve radio. 

Jane du Lac sat entranced by music, her eyes closed, her face serene. 
I suppose I should describe her. She was one of the most unusual persons I have ever met, 

and she remained quite unfathomable to me. As far as I could make out in the three months I 
knew her she was a complete loner, friendless and apparently impossible to befriend. She had a 
brilliant mind and was totally cynical about everything, including her own specialty. Well, 
totally cynical about everything except music. She was a violinist of some considerable ability. 
She was very good with patients, I quickly found. Sometimes she would play her violin on the 
verandah of a nearby chalet ward, and within minutes she would be surrounded by a crowd of 
enthralled people. The un-Pied Violinist. Her eyebrows, when she played, were very 
expressive: I have never met anyone with such mobile brows. She had lived here for two years; 
she was under no obligation to do so, except on her nights on-call. A brief physical description: 
Jane du Lac was of average height; she had luxuriant, mid-brown hair that hung in waves to 
either side of her face at the present moment, though during the day she wore it neatly up. 
Although she had a slender waist she was broad-shouldered and she had well-made limbs. I 
found her very attractive, and she knew it. 

The music ended. Jane du Lac sat in silence for a while, then stood up and switched off 
the radio. 

‘Well, you have listened to Bloch; now be off with you.’ She crossed her arms and looked 
down at me. ‘You have had what you wished for.’ 

She must have seen the disappointment in my face. She smiled. ‘Oh, David,’ she said, 
‘what am I to do with you?’ She looked at me, sudden compassion in her eyes. 

Perhaps I had been wrong about her being unbefriendable. 
‘A glass of dry cider?’ she asked. 
Without waiting for a reply Jane du Lac went to the kitchen and reappeared with two pint 

bottles of Long Ashton cider and two glasses. She put these on the table in front of the radio, 
and, taking a bottle-opener from a pocket of her white coat, she opened the bottles and poured 
out the cider. She passed one of the glasses to me. 

‘Thank you,’ I said. 
She savoured her cider. ‘Just what’s needed after a long day,’ she said with quiet 

satisfaction. 
‘I must owe you,’ I said. 
‘No. It seems to be free.’ She looked at the rising bubbles in her glass. ‘When I first came 

I phoned up the Agricultural Research Institute and asked for a case. They supplied it the very 
next day and never sent an invoice. Now, when I’m low I give them a call and they bring a new 
case and take away the empties. They must do it as an act of charity. Never an invoice.’ She 
smiled one of her rare but attractive smiles and looked up at me. ‘I’m not complaining.’ 

I looked at her. As I say, she was a good-looking woman in her own idiosyncratic way. 
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Her ankles and wrists were quite thick: she had a sturdy bone-structure. 
‘What made you go into psychiatry?’ I asked her. 
‘I often ask myself the same question,’ said Jane du Lac. She would, in the three months 

I knew her, never give an answer. I formed the impression that she despised the contemporary 
categorization of psychiatric illnesses. She had no high opinion of the Medical Director. 

On the evening of the last day of my three months — and I had to go: I could stand it no 
longer — I had gone to the door of the doctors’ mess to wait for Jane du Lac so that I could wish 
her farewell; she alone held the key, and she kept the door double-locked to preserve the 
integrity of her supply of cider. I sat on the luke-warm cast-iron radiator outside the door of the 
mess awaiting her; I was in a deep daydream. Jane du Lac turned up in her short black skirt and 
white blouse with severely pointed collar-wings. I slid from the radiator as she arrived. 

‘How patient you are,’ she said. She smiled, her lips slightly parted. ‘It’s not every female 
registrar who has an indigent young man waiting for her.’ She stood with her hands on her hips. 
‘How long have you been waiting for me?’ 

‘Three-quarters of an hour.’ 
‘You funny person,’ she said, her voice friendly and warm, her eyes half-closed. 
‘I leave tomorrow,’ I said.  
She unlocked the door. ‘I remember your telling me.’ She tilted her head to one side. 

‘Stitched up your last madman, eh?’ Jane du Lac’s smile broadened. ‘You’ve lasted well. 
You’re the only suturer who has lasted longer than two months. Still, perhaps you needed the 
room.’ 

I held out my hand. ‘Your company has made it worthwhile, Jane,’ I said, speaking rather 
formally: it seemed a formal moment. She was a mysterious woman of immense independence 
and integrity. She took my hand in hers, and then wrapped her left hand round my right, a 
curiously male gesture. She had a firm handshake. Her hands were as large as mine, not that I 
have particularly large hands for a man. 

‘I shall miss you,’ she said. ‘I really shall. I wish I could keep you. Come. A last cider 
together.’ 

So we had our last glass of cider. 
‘What have you made of the art of psychiatry in your time here?’ she asked. ‘I won’t call 

it a science.’ She sat informally in an institutional wing-chair, her legs up, her buckled tan shoes 
on the rather high coffee table, their heels resting carelessly on copies of The Journal of the 
Royal Society of Medicine. 

‘To be honest I think that few psychiatrists understand the specialty they practice.’ 
‘What makes you say that?’ 
‘Generally they only see the signs they wish to see.’ 
Jane du Lac raised her eyebrows. ‘Tell me more.’ 
I began to speak. ‘Most severe mental illness, as far as I can see, is brought about by three 

agencies, often acting in combination; genetic predisposition, abuse and organic brain 
disturbance. The first and second are understandable in terms of cause and effect. The third is 
not. Organic brain disorders are not remotely understood. What causes them? Infection, 
perhaps? If you take a close history you find that many patients have a history of a prolonged if 
mild respiratory infection which begins a month or so before each psychotic episode. I think 
there’s a chronic and ongoing infection which relapses from time to time. It is systemic. If you 
look very carefully you find that many young persons with psychotic illness have faint livedo 
reticularis.* This implies a systemic vasculitic process. I saw a few patients with LR while in 
dermatology at the Infirmary. But no-one seems to take a comprehensive history. The records 
are all over the place.’ 

                                                        
*   Livedo reticularis: A purplish net-like mottling of the skin, often very faint, but intensified by 

cold. The “mesh-size” of the “net” is of the order of 2 - 4 cms. (Look discreetly at young people at an 
open-air swimming-bath on a cold day.) The “mesh-size” tends to be smaller when the face is involved. It 
is seen mostly in adolescents and young adults and is sometimes a harbinger of a number of grave 
systemic illnesses. More often it has no apparent significance. It implies an inflammatory process in the 
small blood vessels of the skin.  
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Jane du Lac placed the fore and index fingers of her right hand across her cheek. ‘Do you 
know, from what I have seen I am inclined to agree.’ She took a drink of cider and studied the 
empty glass before placing it on the table. ‘I’ve been waiting for the paradigm-change in the 
prevailing system of thought myself.’ 

She stood. 
Then, rather formally, she held both my hands and spontaneously kissed me on the cheek. 

She did not speak for some time, but we stood there, looking into each other’s eyes, our hands 
clasped, as though we were a couple of emotional teenagers. Then, suddenly, as though the 
farewell could be drawn out no longer, she said: ‘I shall miss you more than I now know; and 
you me, I suspect. Still. We’ve both had stresses and we’ve both helped each other.’ She sighed. 
‘Well. Good-bye.’ 

And the next morning I left on my motorbike, an old two-stroke BSA Bantam. 
 
 

Saner than most 
 
 
But I anticipate. I slept well that first night, was not called, woke very early and took an 

early breakfast in the staff canteen, and walked through the grounds, There was a scattering of 
patients. I was wearing my white coat, the chatelaine of keys heavy in my pocket. I’d like to say 
that it was balanced by A Psychiatric Vade Mecum in the other pocket. It wasn’t, though. There 
was A Paediatric Vade Mecum and a similar volume in Anaesthetics; also one in Orthopaedics. 
But psychiatry was a curiously unintroduced specialty. No formal written volume for an 
apprentice here. It was perhaps appropriate. 

The wind was soughing pleasantly in the row of poplars. Coming towards me was an 
upright elderly lady in a long, old-fashioned floral dress. She had a pleasant face. She greeted 
me courteously. She spoke with a curious inflection. As I was so early I talked with her for half 
an hour. 

‘Thank you for having time for me, doctor.’ 
‘But, Miss Crediton —’ I had discovered her name ‘— I’m not yet a doctor. I’m a 

medical student,’ I said. 
‘You are a student doctor, then,’ said Miss Crediton, smiling. ‘You are my doctor.’ 
I wondered what on earth had brought her into this place. She was undoubtedly 

thoroughly institutionalized. Yet at the same time she was completely sane. How could I 
discreetly ask her what had brought her in here? 

I did not know at the time, but I had discovered the hospital’s saint. I learned from Jane 
du Lac that Miss Crediton had been admitted to the City Asylum about 1913, and had been 
transferred to the present hospital when it opened in the 1930’s. Here she still was in the 1970’s. 
The reason for her detention? She had been a young chambermaid in a prosperous alderman’s 
house and had been seduced by one of the sons of the house, made pregnant, had her baby 
removed and sent to an orphanage, was deemed “feeble-minded” and was herself locked up. I 
recall the fierce anger in Jane du Lac’s eyes as she asked why the young man had not done the 
decent thing. Why he had been so spineless in the face of his father? Despite living in a mental 
hospital, Miss Crediton had not been seen by a psychiatric doctor for over thirty years. She took 
no medication. I found it nothing short of incredible that Miss Crediton had been discarded in 
the most callous manner imaginable by her lover and his family, had had her child forcibly 
removed from her, and had lived in a most disruptive and squalid atmosphere surrounded by 
dements for most of her life, and, despite all this, had kept her sanity. Of course, it was an 
unusual and idiosyncratic sanity as she didn’t have much access to the sane. Her sanity 
demonstrates that she was anything but “feeble-minded”. She still in old age worked informally 
in the ward kitchen as a kind of “trusty”. She talked to the students when she could: perhaps we 
unconsciously maintained her sanity, though I’m speculating. I saw quite a lot of her; she 
invited me to her quarters, which were in a partitioned corner of a relatively small and quiet 
psychogeriatric women’s ward. In her little domain she had a shelf crowded with religious 
imagery, statues of saints and martyrs, a big crucifix (before which she crossed herself) and 
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holy pictures, including a huge Ascension and an equally huge Assumption. ‘Faith keeps me 
going,’ she said. Perhaps she no longer noticed the vile faecal smell that came round the edges 
of the partition. I felt tears coming to my eyes. I could believe that faith might keep a person 
going through such adversity. But surely the Church could have done more to give her physical 
help from the very beginning, when her life had first gone wrong. But perhaps it had turned a 
blind eye, for the ennobled alderman (himself now long forgotten) had in his era been very 
important. Of course I did not allude to this, and I knelt beside her in her little chapel even 
though I don’t believe myself. Well, I don’t think I do, but you can’t rule anything out. 

 
 

Self-medication 
 
 
Well, this isn’t going to be an account of a medical student’s amble through psychiatry as 

it was practiced thirty-five years ago; merely a few vignettes. One was that the psychiatrists 
were doling out powerful drugs with unpleasant side effects (some, such as barbiturates, had 
even then been largely superseded other than as anticonvulsants) and who had no personal 
experience of their function. Two of the most commonly used were chlorpromazine and 
imipramine. I wasn’t going to try the first, with its strange extrapyramidal effects — my own 
tics and grimaces were enough without adding more involuntary movements. The latter drug is 
a tricyclic antidepressant. I procured some imipramine, and, though not depressed, took it at the 
standard dose. I wished to subject myself to the experience. After three days I felt a terrible 
sense of dread. I have never experienced anything like it before or since (except once: see 
below). I felt isolated from the rest of the human race, and as though the roof of existence was 
about to collapse on me. The floor became hollow and I expected it to break up beneath me. I 
became physically heavy and spiritually non-existent. My interior imaginary world dried up. 
This alone was terrible: it made me agitated. So I stopped the drug. The sense of dread 
vanished, and I became my normal, slightly melancholy poetic self. But, being an 
experimenter, and knowing that scientific study requires repeatability, I started myself on 
imipramine again, and, after three days, the sense of dread returned. Real dread of existence 
being replaced by a void. I stopped the drug. The sense of dread retired. I have never touched 
imipramine since, and I have never suffered such dread since; well, apart from once, but the 
feeling was qualitatively different; oddly, it was preceded by a mild but long-drawn-out 
respiratory infection. Actually, you have only to look at the molecular structure of imipramine 
to know you wouldn’t want to ingest it: that seven-sided centre-ring is malign, unholy, and has 
no place in a metazoan. 

Other psychiatric drugs I have never taken, except propranolol for anxiety, say, when 
giving public speeches. It’s a necessity: I stutter badly, and propranolol abolishes — more or 
less — the stutter. I don’t know how: I don’t have that kind of pharmacological access to the 
brain. Nervous and self-conscious violinists often take propranolol before a public 
performance.  

Well, I did no other drugs apart from nitrous oxide / oxygen, typically in a 70% / 30% 
ratio. Tall Martha and I used to have a good, long, intimate gas-session early every Sunday 
morning at sunrise in the ECT suite, for which I had the key. We would codedly refer to the 
gas-session as going to Mass. We would lock ourselves in. Tall Martha would set the valves 
like a high priestess. I can see her long, womanly fingers now, adjusting the gas-flow, her 
solemn, long-lashed eyes watching the flow-rate meters. We — the seeress and I — would lie 
together on the floor and pass the anaesthetic mask reverently between us. Ordinary 
conventions not only become irrelevant but cease to mean: inhibitions vanish. Metaphysical 
ecstasy is followed by the most powerful arousal one might imagine: two persons with the 
deliberate intent of one undivided divinity. And, afterwards, the default human preoccupation 
with the future and what it holds evaporates: all time is the eternal NOW alone, in solitary 
splendour, in the eternal love in the other’s eyes, and the other no longer a separate being. 

But it soon wears off. 
After the session Tall Martha would bring herself to her feet, shake her long, dark hair, 
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put her hands to her face in surprise, and say her apolysis: Ite, missa est.  
And I would reply: dea gratias. Or, sometimes, benedicamo domina. 
She would close the door behind her and listen to my locking of that same door and say: 

“welcome back to the world of complete and utter shittiness. Why was I born into this world of 
shit? Why was I cruelly made to superintend this world of shit?” 

 
 

Thought-Broadcasting 
 
 
I didn’t enjoy a number of the clinical aspects. Many of the troubled psyches I 

encountered exhibited extreme forms of my own covert and unadmitted anxieties. Perhaps the 
greatest of my anxieties was a phenomenon termed thought-transference or 
thought-broadcasting; this is defined as the delusion that the details of one’s own private 
thoughts are accessible to others. A mild form is almost physiological in imaginative and 
perceptive persons: when it doesn’t produce pathology it is of no harmful significance. In the 
paranoid, however, it can assume malignant and grotesque proportions. Once when I was a 
house physician to a neurologist (a couple of years after the events of this story) I picked up a 
set of notes and prepared to clerk a patient. He had been admitted to a neurological rather than a 
psychiatric ward. I didn’t know much about him. 

The senior ward sister, Sister Stepkin, sat at her desk. She was a fine and likeable woman 
in later middle-age. 

‘You are going to clerk the new patient?’ she asked, indicating the door of a nearby 
side-room with the flat of her open right hand. 

‘Yes, Sister,’ I replied. 
‘Be careful. He’s not as rational as he looks. He may become violent.’ Sister Stepkin 

looked at me warningly. 
‘But he has done nothing,’ I said. 
‘Not so far,’ said Sister Stepkin, tilting back her chair on its hind legs. ‘He’ll go mad 

when you start to question him. Or when you’ve finished questioning him. One or the other. I’m 
sorry I can’t be more precise.’ 

‘How do you know?’ I asked. 
‘I’ve been doing this for some time, you know.’ She smiled mysteriously. ‘I started 

neurological nursing during the war.’ Sister Stepkin was endlessly intuitive. ‘Be careful,’ she 
said. ‘There’s a deep psychosis not far below the surface. Don’t hold back if you find you need 
support. I mean that.’ 

I took the tray of examination instruments and opened the door of the side room. It was a 
cramped little place with a single window which looked out over dozens of other hutted wards; 
the other three walls had windows leading onto the present ward’s interior. The glass in these 
windows was strengthened with internal wire mesh. I could see Sister Stepkin sitting at her 
desk. She was writing, but I could tell that her senses were directed towards the side room 
whose door I now closed behind me. 

The patient sat in a steel-framed chair. He was a man of middle-height and heavy build; 
he was balding. His age was difficult to determine; perhaps fifty. He was dressed in an 
overcoat, which he had unbuttoned, revealing a double-breasted suit and white shirt; he wore 
what might have been a club tie. On his knees lay a felt homburg hat. He had the look and 
demeanour of a prosperous businessman. 

I introduced myself. 
He indicated the chair opposite him. He briefly rose and sat again. He nodded affably as 

we shook hands. ‘They are making a big thing of all this,’ he said, smiling confidentially. ‘A 
little memory loss. Nothing much.’ He looked at me carefully. He watched the movement of my 
eyes with a covert anxiety; when I looked away from him he followed the direction of my gaze 
assiduously. Always. When my gaze reverted to his own face he seemed to relax. I found this 
stereotypical behaviour a little unsettling. I began to wonder. Was it stereotypical behaviour or 
something more sinister and paranoid? 
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We talked. I tried not to question him directly; this circumlocution meant a lengthy 
interview. His social history was strange. He was no longer in touch with his wife or children — 
one by one they seemed to have left him — and he kept the company of an older prostitute 
(always the same one, Hermione by name, he told me) at the same time every Friday afternoon 
and evening. He was free with all this information: he possessed a somewhat disturbing 
pressure of speech, and he treated me as though I were a confidant of some long standing: he 
seemed to believe that I was privy to his inner life. (‘You have met Hermione, haven’t you? 
What a woman! She’s a woman you can trust, Hermione, not like my worthless wife. She’s 
beautiful, too. I’d trust Hermione with my life, speaking man-to-man.’ He brought out from his 
breast pocket a monochrome photograph — he passed it to me — of a lissom, severe but 
striking-looking woman with an intelligent face; she was standing with one foot on a bent-wood 
chair — you would never have suspected her of being a prostitute; she looked like a supple but 
assertive schoolmistress — and gazed at the image with adoring intensity. ‘So intelligent. So 
understanding. Everything my wife was not.’) He was very voluble; I have tried to adumbrate 
his story above, but obviously I can’t completely distinguish between confabulation and 
historical accuracy. I don’t think he confabulated that much: his story was internally consistent. 
Apart from the photograph, which seemed ancient. To continue the story: he ran his days like 
clockwork. I am not sure of his line of work; I don’t think it was anything onerous: I seem to 
recall that he was a titular non-executive director of a family firm. He had considerable 
inherited wealth, so Sister Stepkin told me: her sister was a near neighbour of his. The weeks 
passed mechanically for him. He lived for Fridays. Hermione would knock on his front door at 
2 o’clock precisely. And then some small thing had occurred. The whole pattern of his life was 
thrown into chaos. One Friday Hermione didn’t turn up. It seemed she had quietly moved away 
without telling him, or, indeed, anyone else. His careful routine was shattered; he wandered 
round the city searching for her; he imagined he saw the prostitute’s features and expression in 
the faces of women in the street and he accused these strangers of betraying him. And so it was 
not long before the police were involved. Why he was admitted to a neurological rather than a 
psychiatric hospital I do not know. But me he liked. 

‘I like you,’ he said, inter alia. ‘I feel I can trust you. You are honest. I feel that I can 
commit confidences to you.’ He smiled. ‘You are thorough.’ 

I sat back, pondering his following of my gaze. I didn’t like it.  
‘You are truly a man of the world. And as a man of the world myself I find it good to 

speak to another.’ (Which was the first and only time in my life I have ever been called a man of 
the world.) ‘Don’t smile; it’s a term of praise.’ 

And then it happened. Sister Stepkin had had her eye on the ball, all right. What a canny 
woman. I call it intuition, but her forecast must have been made on the subtle — perhaps 
unconscious — detection of a myriad tiny signs, each of little significance on its own, but all 
cumulative in her astute mind. 

And when it happened it happened quickly. 
A young nurse walked into the main ward through a connecting corridor; she was a tall, 

likable woman. She walked along the aisle between the beds. I saw her moving form out of the 
corner of my eye. I briefly looked at her through the wire-meshed glass. She caught my brief 
gaze, and looked at me reflexively. For perhaps half a second we held each other’s gaze. Things 
like this happen all the time and are often not admitted to the conscious mind. You transiently 
catch the gaze of those in your neighbourhood for whatever purpose; to identify, to assure, to be 
reassured, to gauge something of your present milieu. The nurse smiled in a sociable manner. 

The patient had seen this exchange of glances, though, and to him it carried the highest 
personal significance. He stood up. His face was a model of unalloyed anger. ‘I staked my trust 
in you, young man! I put my faith in you and you have betrayed me!’ he shouted at the very top 
of his voice. He threw his hat to the ground. I have never seen such a rage. The jugular veins 
stood out on his neck. A thick vein stood out on his forehead: his face was purple. 

‘The door is closed, look. I haven’t been out of the room,’ I said, calmly, looking him in 
the eye. 

‘But your thoughts have. You purposefully communicated everything to that nurse. All 
my private history. The false accusations of my molesting that girl. Now that nurse knows 
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everything. My whole private life. Hermione’s routines —’ (I won’t detail these: make a florid 
guess and you’ll probably be somewhere near the mark.) ‘— That nurse will tell everyone. You 
false man. My mind is naked for all to see.’ His voice was cracking with loud intensity. 
‘Hermione! Where are you?’ He looked round himself with an expression of complete despair. 
‘Don’t hide from me, Hermione!’ 

I had never heard anyone shout as loudly as he. Everyone on the ward was now staring in 
our direction. 

‘Look at them all. They all know now. You’ll pay for this!’ There was an outburst of 
disordered speech, hoarse and blurting, prurient and scatological, while he held his forefinger 
rigidly about six inches from my face. Then he made fists of his hands. Then he attacked me. 

I saw Sister Stepkin’s slim outline (the level evening sunlight being behind her) quickly 
stand, take in the scene, and then beckon in the direction of the corridor. Then she threw open 
the door of the side-ward. A few seconds later two burly porters burst into the room. They had 
been waiting in the passage, summoned in readiness by our prescient sister. I was rescued. Then 
there was the unpleasant, pungent smell of paraldehyde as Sister Stepkin — having prudently 
rolled up her sleeves — drew up a glass syringe of this powerful sedative. 

That’s the most extreme example of thought-broadcasting I have ever witnessed. 
Interestingly there were three components to this delusion. Firstly, that I could read his mind, 
understand the accusation — true? false? historical? imaginary? — and be trusted with it. He 
didn’t mind that. He probably wished to share it: I was a male, and would, in his view, be 
understanding of male peccadilloes. And then, secondly, the fact that I had betrayed his secrets 
by my brief eye contact with a young woman. The fact that I had transferred his secrets to a 
woman is surely significant. And thirdly, his certainty that the fact of all the staff staring at him 
had been due to further and wider broadcasting of thought by the nurse rather than his own 
enraged shouting. Many psychotic phenomena seem to be self-reinforcing. That’s a terrible 
truth.  

These events had taken place in seconds. 
How did it turn out? His disease was organic and clear-cut. An air-encephalogram carried 

out a few days later (under heavy sedation) revealed vastly enlarged lateral ventricles and 
profound cortical thinning of the brain. He had entered a catastrophic stage of a dementing 
process which had progressed near-silently for years and which had been kept under control by 
unvarying routine. He was transferred to a chronic ward in an outlying hospital and rapidly 
deteriorated. He never went home again — not that he now had a home: not that he now had 
anything. Hermione had quietly, skilfully and thoroughly cleaned him out — money, property 
and investments — before silently decamping. She had even procured large loans in his name. 
Apparently she had done it before. She was evidently a capable mistress of psychopathology 
and she certainly knew how to handle money. 

I got on well with Sister Stepkin. We were discussing this episode a few days later over 
tea in her office. ‘I phoned the porters’ lodge: “Ward 21. Emergency. Send two of the strongest 
lads you’ve got. Instanter. Restraint likely needed.”’ she said, smiling. 

‘You are intuitive,’ I said. 
Sister Stepkin laughed. ‘Think so? To my mind it’s the result of long service in bad 

stations.’ She liked her old-fashioned uniform with long sleeves and long, white, starched 
detachable cuffs. She looked out of the window at the rows of hutted wards. She was good to 
work with and she taught me a lot. She clearly liked working in this hospital, which had been 
roughly built in months during the war for the American air force. The long central corridor 
followed the waves and the troughs of the land upon which it was built. It still does, if you wish 
to know. 

She sighed. ‘And to think I met Hermione. She, my sister and I had a brief conversation 
one Friday. She drove up in her car and we opened the gates for her as we happened to be 
passing. She rewarded us with a ten minute chat, while looking at her watch from time to time, 
as though she were a little early.’ 

‘What was she like?’ I asked. I must admit I was in awe of the deadly professionalism of 
the woman. 

‘Hermione? She seemed pleasant enough to me. She had confident, amused eyes and a 
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free, attractive laugh. She looked rather efficient in a sardonic, aloof kind of way. I wonder 
where she is and what she’s doing now. Lucky woman. She’s probably living it up in the South 
of France while I slave in this wartime hut.’ Sister Stepkin laughed. She looked at me and tilted 
her chair on its back legs. ‘Though I have to say that the Hermione I saw looked nothing like the 
woman you described from her photograph. If that was her name.’ 

I’m not quite certain that I’ve figured it all out. 
 
 

Word-Salads 
 
The staff were usually emotionally distant from the patients — indeed, sometimes they 

almost appeared to be jailers (though there were certainly some fine exceptions). In my eyes Dr 
Straatverkoper himself was a prison governor. He was, I have to say, emotionally obtuse. He 
may have been intelligent, well, he certainly was, but he had little emotional insight. Let me 
give you an example. I realized quite quickly that many people with chronic mental disorders 
learn to express their interior worlds in riddles. If you are clever enough to work them out then 
you have solved something. To be quite honest with you, I think these riddles may occur 
because the hippocampi are damaged. (Signs of hippocampal damage are often the first 
manifestation of dementia: subtle changes in the hippocampi are said to be seen in 
schizophrenia. These anatomically complex structures are very vulnerable to injury.) Dr 
Straatverkoper didn’t see that these statements are often decodable riddles; I think he took them 
all at face value as nonsense. He was very fond of the phrase word-salad. On one ward round 
(they weren’t ward-rounds, actually: we sat around a big table while the patients were brought 
in, questioned, taken out and then talked about, medication being decided) I asked him about 
the complex mentation of these riddles and often quite clever and salacious doubles entendres. 
(The allegedly insane can be no end sexually explicit: one young woman regularly used to rush 
smilingly across the lawn, between the trees, making a bee-line for me: then she would stand 
before me, her legs apart, raising her skirt high, and, not wearing underwear, would show off 
her genitalia.) But the riddles: the routine explanation of nominal aphasia (difficulty in 
recalling nouns) did not seem sufficient to account for the embellished complexity of these 
riddles. 

To return to the point: Dr Straatverkoper said nothing, but he glared at me for a long time 
as if to say: are you telling me my job?  

But perhaps you purposefully have to curtail any emotional involvement in order to do a 
job like his, year in, year out. Perhaps, as our American cousins say, I should cut him some 
slack. Well, I will do so. It was said that one young nurse, emotionally overcome by the 
suffering she saw around her, had hanged herself from a tree in the grounds.  

An example of an intelligent riddle dismissed as a word-salad was spoken by a gaunt, 
middle-aged woman, Miss Ivie, who was marched in one day. She was brought into the 
consulting room solely as an exhibit for teaching purposes. She had dark eyes and an intelligent, 
unwavering gaze. Dr Straatverkoper asked her if she had anything to say. ‘Yes, this exhibit has 
something to say,’ she replied, and launched into a fast stream of precisely enunciated words. I 
knew two things: (1) in Miss Ivie’s own terms she was speaking sense, and that I could, if given 
time, probably decode it. I had to admit that much of what she said was the substitution of 
accurate nouns of her own devising for commonly accepted ones. (2) Miss Ivie saw she had a 
captive audience of fresh-faced medical students, and she wished to act in front of them. She 
probably didn’t get the luxury of an audience very often. I liked her. When the weather was 
pleasant I would visit her in the villa to which she had been allocated; she left the frowsty 
day-room with alacrity and walked round the grounds by my side. We both enjoyed those 
early-morning walks. I still remember portions of her verbalisations: there was a 
darkly-cadenced but poetic freshness about them. A free-verse finer than The City of Dreadful 
Night. Finer because it did not have that fitted end-rhyme (which to me is unintentionally 
comic, partly because it becomes predictable after a while.) And she was more able in 
construing her thought. One might say that her words were spoken poetic improvisations. One 
example came back to me years later. In a strikingly idiosyncratic metaphor Miss Ivie referred 
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to herself, at the start of her chronic schizophrenia, the diagnosis with which she had been fitted 
up, as the unquiet female spirit flying above the night-city to conspire with and to be examined 
by the Compassionate Magnets. Her grammar was more exact than mine. Only a few years ago 
did I realize what she meant. Surely she had had an appointment for an NMR scan (or an MRI 
as it is now called). The imaging machine is built around a vastly powerful magnet.# But to Dr 
Straatverkoper it was all apparently a meaningless word-salad. Miss Ivie was a fascinating 
woman, and curiously if unconsciously authoritative. Though she asked for no deference she 
was generally accorded it. 

Did Miss Ivie suffer from schizophrenia, or was she saddled with this diagnosis because 
the nature of her peculiarity was unknown? People — and it’s not confined to doctors — are 
inclined to fit others into conventionally defined boxes because they don’t appreciate 
uncertainty. I’m no psychiatrist, but I would have thought that, were Miss Ivie to warrant the 
broad-brush label of schizophrenia, she should have presented with the usual course of the 
disease; that is, with progressive mental deterioration. But this she did not do. Her thinking was 
highly organised, highly original.  

Here is one of her poems, taken by me at her dictation. Judge for yourself if it is the work 
of a mentally ill person: 

 
Persons in acrostic 
 
At an edge of dark intensity 
the daylight comes, here, 
where it has never come before, 
the window open on the sky 
and earth and boundary.  Here 
 
the mode of being new is new, 
and recall is in the fineness 
of the first unruffled gossamer 
across remembered fields 
and all persons in acrostic 
 
through the face in mind. 
It is a kind of innocence, 
this touch of spheres, this 
child throwing up the ball, 
believing that it cannot fall. 
 

Laura Ivie 
 
You have to read it several times — and bear in mind that she spoke it quite quickly, so 

the presence of my own error in dictation is inevitable — before you realize that it makes sense. 
And, to my mind, the half-rhymes and the irregular internal rhyming are skilfully done. It is not 
the work of a deteriorated schizophrenic, any more than is Louis Wain’s oeuvre of complex 
visual mirror-patterns. This work is the depiction of a personal universe of sincere integrity. 
Maybe its integrity is greater than that of the sublunary world. Maybe that’s why it sounds so 
strange. 

I am by no means sure. I keep an open mind. Miss Ivie’s main problem was, perhaps, not 
so much mental illness as a complete inability to care for herself in a world upon which she had 
more or less turned her back. It no longer had much spiritual meaning for her. Unless food were 
put before her she would not search it out. She always remembered me when we met, though; 
I’m certain she knew that I, too, had an interior world. Perhaps the difference between us was 
                                                        
# Alas, I was wrong. I often am. The first NMR scan was only carried out in 1977: this was 1971. But, 
again, perhaps Miss Ivie was prophetic. 
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that she had no clear idea of the distinction between inner and outer worlds and their practical 
apportionment in a mundane milieu. Yet she had the intelligence and the gifted, landscaped 
language of a cultured academic: perhaps that alone saved her from catatonic withdrawal. She 
certainly had no trace of nominal aphasia. She had a vast vocabulary. She often invented words: 
she knew her neologisms were neologisms, because she would look at me shrewdly — even 
mischievously — as I attempted to work them out. I often pondered the circumstances of her 
girlhood and adolescence. Perhaps she could have lived quietly and discreetly in the 
background of a Cambridge college. The question of mental illness might never have been 
raised. Perhaps I had at last found my genius. I think so. 

 
 
 

Strait-jacket and padded-cell 
 

 
Late one night I was stitching up a young man in a locked ward: he had got hold of 

broken glass and had slashed his left forearm. It was the commonest injury in the hospital, at 
least, the commonest to which I was summoned. Self-harm was very common. ‘Don’t try to 
communicate with him; it’ll lead him on; just stitch the wound,’ said the charge-nurse, a kindly, 
practical man with naval tattoos on his arms. Many of the older charge-nurses had been military 
or naval men; this nurse had served in the Royal Navy in the North Atlantic convoys. ‘You 
don’t want to worry. Just do what you need to do.’ He sighed. He rarely talked about his 
wartime experiences except to say that he had been an able seaman on an escort destroyer. He 
didn’t say much, but I guess every day of each convoy had been filled with a dreadful 
anticipation. And he had been a young man at the time. What he did now was perhaps a relief in 
comparison.  

He unwrapped the suture-set, drew up the injection of lignocaine, and I began my work 
under his obedient but judgmental eye. The hierarchical system he had learned in his youth was 
rigorously maintained in his late middle age. 

I had learned suturing in the city Infirmary and had found myself good at it. 
The patient’s symptoms had been allayed with a bolt of paraldehyde: I waited for this to 

take effect before beginning my suturing. 
Paraldehyde has a smell like nothing else: it also dissolves plastic: you have to use glass 

syringes. 
‘A neat job,’ said the nurse, admiringly rather, as I finished dressing the wound. ‘We’ll 

get him in a modified jacket now he’s soothed,’ he said. ‘Or he’ll immediately pick at your 
stitches as the paraldehyde fades. It’s for the best. A splint won’t be enough: he’s inventive. 
We’ll see how it turns out. He may be calmer in the morning.’ 

I never saw how it turned out that night: it was late and I had been up since six and up the 
night before and I wished to get to bed. 

Four days later I saw Jim in the staff canteen. 
‘A good stitching-up,’ he said, smilingly. ‘’Verkoper can certainly find ’em. When you 

have a moment come and see me in the ‘D’ Block locked ward and I’ll show you something.’ 
I did this. 
Surprisingly one of the keys on my chatelaine fitted the ward door. 
‘Christ, you can get everywhere,’ said Jim, not alluding to my unknown keys. He must 

have known that Straatverkoper gave the suturer the run of the place. ‘Come and look at your 
patient.’ He led the way into the ward. ‘Good suturing,’ he said. 

I looked at the young man. The wound was healing fast. The patient himself was a good 
deal calmer.  

‘Don’t speak to him,’ said Jim, warningly as we approached him, ‘it’ll do no good. You 
won’t get a response. Let him talk, if he wants to, which he won’t. Save compassion for those 
who can use it. Honestly. I have compassion. But I don’t give it from the cuff of my sleeve. I’d 
get messed up in the head myself if I did.’ 

We took coffee together in his room in the heart of his locked ward. It was vile coffee, 
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with essence of chicory. It had been his favourite on the destroyer. Then he rose and took me to 
the door. On the way out, which lay through a narrow corridor, we passed a number of small 
doors with eye-holes in them. 

‘What are they?’ I asked. 
‘Padded cells,’ said Jim. 
I turned to him. 
‘Padded cells? People are put into them in strait-jackets?’ 
‘Well, of course. They might tear the padding or bite themselves if they weren’t 

restrained.’ 
I made a sudden resolution. 
‘Have you time?’ 
‘Of course. It’s quiet on the ward at the moment.’ 
‘Put me in a strait-jacket, and then immure me in a padded cell.’ 
He looked at me without much in the way of expression. ‘You are a born investigator, 

aren’t you? No-one has ever asked for that before. But I’ll do it. You have to have trust me, 
though. And if I get caught up in a difficult case you’ll likely be here all night. I have to warn 
you. Take off your white coat and remove your shoes.’ 

We stood before a cupboard. He opened it; inside there were piles of canvas jackets. The 
neat arrangement had an air of service domesticity. He took one out. He held it in front of me as 
though he were a tailor. I put my hands in the sleeves. It fitted well; the sealed ends of the arms 
of the garment fitted my fingers like a pair of mittens which trailed bands of webbing. Jim tied 
the laces at the back, asked me to fold my arms around my body and drew the webbing laces 
behind my back then round my body again and tied them. ‘We’ll forgo the crotch-strap,’ he 
said. 

He unlocked one of the cells and invited me in. 
‘Sit down.’ 
A band of wide webbing was buckled around my lower legs. 
‘I’ll leave you for a while,’ he said. He left the cell and closed and locked the door. 
It takes quite a lot of doing to voluntarily put yourself under someone else’s — an 

unknown’s — complete control. Paradoxically you have to be reasonably mentally stable to do 
it. The capacity to be a good subject in hypnosis has a similar requirement. 

And so I was immobilized in a strait-jacket within a locked padded cell. It’s true. It’s not 
much of a deal. I don’t expect it would be an easy experience to undergo these days. 
Increasingly effective chemical immobilizers have been devised — paraldehyde has a short 
effective span because it becomes addictive — and the purpose of the padded cell is fixed 
largely in the past. 

To be honest I felt something of a fake; I had entered the cell of my own free will, and it 
was difficult for me to put myself in the mindset of someone stinking of paraldehyde who was 
waking up confused, trussed and confined. I was just as helpless as they, but at least I could 
look around myself and take in the austere aesthetic of the place. 

Total, absolute silence, apart from the sounds of the body’s continuing physiology; that I 
noticed first. The padding, maybe, absorbing all the institutional sound. No footsteps. No sound 
from the outside world. Certainly no birdsong. Insulation in a world reduced. Total silence. 

Dim, dun dinge, downfalling from a diffuser set high in a mesh-cage let into the ceiling. 
It was very dim indeed. You couldn’t read by it. A dark, oppressive ceiling. 

And then the texture of the padding. It was a dark-brown colour, like a tan leather, but it 
wasn’t leather; I think it might have been treated canvas, but I am not sure. The padding was 
secured to the wall by buttons at regular intervals, like some kind of upholstering. It was very 
well done: a craftsman had been at work. I pressed my face to the padding. It was curiously 
yielding. The buttons were set too deeply for my face to touch: too deeply for my teeth to 
attempt to pull out. The door was padded also; its outline was difficult to make out as the pattern 
of the buttoning was contiguous with that of the walls. A troubled man or woman might easily 
come to the conclusion that there was no door. For the first time I felt perturbed. 

The only connection with the outside world was the judas in the door; and, of course, I 
had no control over that. I never knew when someone was looking in. Standing up I saw the 
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deeply-set lens had a dull mirror-finish. For all I knew I might just as well have been inside a 
panopticon. 

The floor was smooth-surfaced and waterproofed but was soft, pliable and resilient, and 
it sloped to a small drain in the middle. Everything human had been thought of. 

I began to see quite soon that sensory deprivation would set in quickly. It does, even in 
the sanest person. I am familiar with sensory deprivation. As a caver I have experienced it on a 
couple of occasions. Once, while caving in Cantabria, Spain, I was one of a party investigating 
a river-cave (Cueva del Agua) in the Matienzo valley. Some way inside the cave, my light, 
powered by a belt-held Nicad Oldham battery — a miner’s lamp in fact — failed. I elected to sit 
alone at the edge of the underground river and await the return of the exploring party. I watched 
them go; the last vestige of light reflected from the wet rock walls faded, and all was stygian 
night. Completely lightless. And all the time the pervasive — and psychologically paradoxical 
— white noise of the fast-flowing, unseen river was reflected and re-reflected from the hard 
limestone walls. An ambient sound, altering with changes of head-position, and very 
disorientating. 

In conditions like this it doesn’t take long before the imagination — or maybe some 
interior system less controlled and more primitive — begins to take the place of the exterior 
world. About half an hour in my own case within that river-cave. Voices form in the white noise 
of the flowing water. You are hallucinating. Very quickly you understand the precariousness of 
consciousness, if that word has any sense beneath the commonalty of supposed meaning. Many 
people would find this very worrying. I don’t, for some reason. I don’t have much faith in the 
external integrity of reality. That’s a fluid construct of the (partially) exteriorly informed brain. 
So, in this mysterious cave, I began to enjoy my hallucinations. I allowed them free rein. To be 
truthful these hallucinations would have had their free rein despite any desideratum of my 
choice. They had free rein. The voices were mysterious indeed; they uttered profound and 
explicit metaphysical and existential truths which filled me with awe. (Yet I couldn’t remember 
any of them once I was outside the cave. Their arcane sense evaporated, like that of dreams.) 
My voices were transcendental. Had I been of a paranoid disposition perhaps these voices 
would have been slyly and then openly accusatory and hostile, though in this I speculate.  

And then I found that various automatically-accepted conventions began to be stripped 
away. I started to lose track of time. I lost an understanding of my chronological age. How 
might I put it? My evanescence had become eternal. I’m not being clever. I’m not trying to 
express a paradox for the sake of it.  

I lost my sense of gender. I was not male and not female. My sovereign identity began to 
flake away. Such was my experience on the banks of that river-cave, my dissolving self warm 
and comfortable in my neoprene wet-suit which fitted very closely round my body and limbs. 
What an experience, and not without pleasure! In fact, quite liberating.  

After an hour I awaited the return of the others. I saw a light in the distance; it was a 
down-stream reflection in the wet rock. The party was returning. Soon I would see the direct 
light of their lamps. Reality reasserted itself. Identity immediately returned. The internal voices 
muttered and then faded as though their speakers were overtaken by sleep.  

Well, how the mind can deceive and re-deceive itself! The light faded and the perennial 
night reasserted itself. It had been another hallucination. (I might call it a visual 
metahallucination in that, while it lasted, it controlled and suppressed the primary auditory 
hallucinations.) The sleepers awoke once more and began their metaphysical disquisitions. 
Then, after another quarter of an hour the reflected light reappeared; this time from a totally 
unexpected quarter: in fact, from a face of solid rock. Another hallucination!  

No: this time it really was the returning party. Disorientation, followed by quick 
reorientation. What an experience. Cueva del Agua, and what I learned there. It’s a fascinating 
cave, by the way, and relatively simple, though it does involve a long swim through a natural 
underground canal (best done in backstroke so that you can appreciate the formation of the high 
roof.) I later considered a man who had been marooned in another cave — Uzueka — for a 
period of many hours; overnight, I think. When rescued he described visual hallucinations of 
immense complexity and religious significance; altars; unknown muttered masses in a 
phonetically correct but undecipherable language taking place against a background of 
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geometrical constructions not dissimilar to Louis Wain’s late cat paintings. This story was 
detailed to me second-hand, so I cannot vouch for it. One of my lasting impressions is that the 
sleeping speakers are forever present in the mind, waiting to rise and wake from their slumber 
and to begin their arcane and world-replacing polylogue once more when conditions are right 
for them to do so. 

These experiences (first-hand and from the experience of others) made me wonder 
whether some species of psychotic illness might not be due to an internally imposed mental 
isolation — an inner sensory deprivation — of areas of the brain crucial to the understanding of 
the outer world. Once again the hippocampi come to mind. But even now we know so little 
about the brain. 

If there is anything in this idea of internal sensory deprivation, then surely the last thing 
you need, if you have a hallucinatory psychotic illness — self-harming or not — is to be 
immured in the silence of a padded cell.  

I sat there in the totally silent twilight of the padded cell slowly and passively losing my 
identity. I didn’t mind. Identity isn’t that important to me, and becomes less so as I grow older. 
I can write — record — stories to occupy myself, while listening to, say, Vaughan-Williams’ 
sixth symphony with its mysterious tenor saxophone solos. 

How long was I kept in there? 
I honestly don’t know. Several hours. Long enough to need to take a piss, which was 

difficult to arrange. First I waited for release until my bladder was near to bursting. Then, when 
release from the cell was not forthcoming, I managed eventually to work my trousers down — 
fortunately I didn’t have a belt — and then my underpants, and then position myself on my 
stomach over the drain. It was neatly done, though I say it myself, and quite satisfying. It was 
something practical to do. There can be something very practical about working hard and 
inventively in order to take a piss. The relief is sheer bliss. Piss-bliss. 

So I sat there in the unending twilit silence. Time passed without much reference. I have 
never liked to wear a watch. Whenever I have tried I have always paid too much attention to it. 
Having a watch wastes time as far as I’m concerned. Anyway, had I a watch, and been attuned 
to its examination, it would have been half-way behind my back inside the sleeve of the jacket. 

Then rescue came. 
There was the muffled rattle of a key in the door’s lock. 
The light was increased: the cell was suddenly unbearably bright: I might have expected 

a theophany. The door opened. My rescuer, Jane du Lac, stood there, unsmiling, one hand in the 
pocket of her white coat, the other holding the recessed knob of the door. I lay, embarrassed, my 
pants and trousers round my calves, looking at her well-built but well-shaped ankles, calves and 
lower thighs. (They frequently reminded me of Alice’s limbs in Balthus’ Alice dans le miroir. 
Never more so than at the present moment.) 

Jane du Lac came into the cell, pulled me into a sitting position and unfastened the tapes 
behind my back. She ignored my semi-nudity. I was ashamed of my own dangling genitalia. 

‘Your own mother wouldn’t love you now,’ she murmured in my ear, the tone of her 
voice nothing if not affectionate. 

‘How did you discover me?’ I asked. 
‘I had to see patients on the ward, and they told me you were here. They had two new 

admissions under section and they’d forgotten you.’ She paused. ‘Trust you,’ she said, 
endearingly, rather. She snorted slightly. Somewhat unexpectedly she leaned forward and 
ruffled my hair with her right hand. For a moment she left her hand resting on my head. Contact 
with another person — a woman — was wonderful. This incalculable person always 
mysteriously knew the right thing to do. I looked up at her face, which was in shadow, the 
bright light being above her head. I often seemed to see her in silhouette. She slowly lifted her 
hand from my head. 

‘Stand up,’ she said. 
I stood up, took off the strait-jacket and hitched up my clothes. 
Jane du Lac looked at me with a mixture of, oh, I don’t know what emotions; mostly 

positive. Well, all positive. 
‘Jeez, ’Verkoper may be dumb, but he can choose ’em, can’t he?’ She broke into a rare 
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smile. ‘You know, I could keep you as a pet. I really could. Perhaps I should. You’d never bore 
me. That’s rare. I’ve never met anyone whose big toe is longer than their thumb. Let me 
measure it against my own thumb. I’ll take off a shoe. Compare. Curious. Your toe is much 
longer than my thumb, and my hands are large for a woman. Never mind. Cider in a quarter of 
an hour,’ she said, looking at her watch, her voice authoritative. ‘Be there.’ Then she walked off 
down the corridor. 

 
 

Rigorous criteria for treatment 
 
 
It’s difficult to know why some things stick in the mind for, say, forty years, and other 

things vanish within days. I find it difficult to recall what I had for dinner last Friday (probably 
fish) but I certainly recall my encounter with Mrs Walschearts. Her name will ring a bell with 
any railway enthusiast, but whether she was any relation to the Belgian inventor I’ll never 
know. Actually, I think there were differences in spelling. 

Mrs Walschearts was a diagnostic mystery. Actually, most psychiatric patients are 
diagnostic mysteries. She was a middle-aged woman who wept a lot, and her weeping was quite 
contagious. I talked to her for some time, and I have to say that, given the way she had been 
treated by her husband and family, she was pretty well bound to weep a lot. Of course, if what 
she told me was true. Psychiatric histories are notoriously difficult to take, and you often don’t 
know what to believe, particularly when there are disruptions in the family. Sometimes when 
you investigate apparently paranoid statements you find that they are based on real occurrences. 
Paranoia tends to become factually self-fulfilling; this has been frequently commented. 

And people do desperate things to avoid what they fear. I recall hearing of a woman in 
her middle twenties who experienced a sudden, unannounced depression after childbirth and 
who began to act oddly. Following a domiciliary visit from a consultant psychiatrist she was 
admitted to this hospital, under section, one Friday evening. Because of the day and the lateness 
of the hour she was housed amongst very disturbed, demented patients in a locked female 
psychogeriatric ward for the weekend. Although conditions improved on Monday, when she 
was transferred to an open villa, her experiences had terrified her; so much so that, on returning 
from a day’s home leave, seeing the hospital emerge from the trees, she leapt from her 
husband’s car, which was moving at some speed. You need to be desperate to do something like 
that. Well, that of course sealed her fate; her stay in the female secure block was a protracted 
one. And she was separated from her two young children. When she was eventually discharged 
home she found that her family and neighbours had firmly placed her in the category of 
madwoman; and this distinction she held forever afterwards. I never met her myself. These 
events had occurred six years prior to my arrival. 

So you never know who or what to believe. 
Mrs Walschearts was preceded by a 17 year old boy given a firm diagnosis of 

hebephrenia (schizophrenia in a juvenile). He looked younger than his years. There was, as I 
had seen before, an impression of an impenetrable screen between the patient and myself. I 
again wondered if the boy’s unusually prominent hallucinations — in this case moving 
tableaux of inscrutable and indefinable divine messengers flying through the sky — were in 
fact due to an internal sensory deprivation in some key area of the brain. They were so like the 
hallucinations of people marooned in caves. Of course no proper history of general health had 
been taken. And there had been no thorough general examination. He had mild but obvious 
livedo reticularis. You could see it on his reddened face and his arms. Jane du Lac there and 
then tried to elicit a history of a premonitory respiratory infection. She took a skilful history and 
avoided leading questions. This is quite difficult to do. But, between the angels, hurrying on 
their arcane missions, she managed it astutely. She is a fine clinician: far better than her master, 
if you wish to know the truth. Well, that’s my opinion. She’s a physician foremost. She’s 
naturally curious and very investigative, though her investigations are carefully directed. 
(Many doctors have a scatter-gun approach to clinical and laboratory investigations.) ‘You 
have sinusitis at the present moment, don’t you?’ she said to the boy, pressing his cheekbones 
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with her thumbs and eliciting tenderness. 
‘What are you doing, Jane du Lac?’ asked Dr Straatverkoper. 
‘He has sinusitis,’ said Jane du Lac. 
‘What of that?’ asked her boss. ‘Lots of kids have sinusitis. My own do.’ 
‘Oh for paradigm change,’ murmured Jane du Lac under her breath. ‘Host factors. 

Genetic predisposition. Not everyone with a primary tuberculous infection ends up with 
consumption. For Christ’s sake. These phenomena are multifactorial scrambles. Don’t you see? 
One day I’ll show you how to do the Tote.’ She was really quite angry. She always had the 
potential for anger. I wouldn’t like to get in a fight with her. 

Then Mrs Walschearts was brought into the room in a wheelchair, replacing the young 
hebephrene. She didn’t really need the wheelchair, but when asked to do something she had a 
strange gait where she moved her legs a lot — indeed, with devoted exaggeration — but 
without much in the way of forward progress to show for this activity* so a wheelchair was 
easier, quicker and less trouble all round. Interestingly she lost this strange gait when she 
thought she was unobserved. She clearly didn’t like Dr Straatverkoper, and always used to 
mangle his name when addressing him, often intelligently and very funnily. 

I won’t describe her in detail, but, after her brief appearance and removal everyone sat in 
silence. 

‘Ideas, please.’ Dr Straatverkoper looked round the room. ‘Mr Suturer, sir. Let’s have 
your ideas.’ 

I began to stutter. Actually, stuttering can be quite useful if you have nothing to say or if 
you wish to dissemble. Most people with not-too-severe disabilities learn to discover ways to 
turn these disabilities to their own advantage. I knew a popular Oxford author who was very 
deaf; he used to drink in a pub in Summertown. He was often excessively lionized: when this 
happened, and when he was surrounded by people from whom he wished to escape, you would 
see his hand quietly move to the switch of his hearing-aid. ‘It doesn’t fit anything I’ve seen,’ I 
said. 

Dr Straatverkoper frowned, dismissed me, and turned to Tall Martha, the team leader. 
‘Miss Hightower?’ 

‘I don’t know,’ said Tall Martha. ‘I have to agree. It doesn’t seem to fit anything that I’ve 
come across, either.’ 

‘No? Think,’ said Dr Straatverkoper. 
‘I am thinking; give me time,’ said Tall Martha. ‘Want me to be forthright? You might 

not like it much.’ Her voice was challenging. 
‘Be forthright, Miss Hightower. You usually are.’ 
‘Well, if you want to know the truth I find Medicine very Procrustean, and Psychiatry 

especially so. You chop or stretch the evidence to fit a pre-made diagnosis. Having categorized 
you then stop searching. Is that what Medicine is about? I like Jane du Lac’s fluidity of thought 
in seeking for an organic cause.’ 

‘You are certainly forthright, milady. No-one could fault you on that.’ 
Dr Straatverkoper, unable over the weeks to get much change out of Tall Martha, had 

taken to bantering with her as an equal. Tall Martha, as I say, rarely lost her contests with those 
she did not like. 

But Mrs Walschearts. 
It was quite clear that Mrs Walschearts was a complete psychiatric mystery. 
So, the mystery unelucidated, Dr Straatverkoper cast about for treatment. Diazepam was 

suggested. Diazepam was the wonder-drug of the age. It could be given in large quantities, was 
sedative, a gentle antidepressant and a hypnotic and an anticonvulsant. Furthermore, it was 
completely non-addictive. Perfect. 

Then the other registrar said something which I have never forgotten. He said — and I 

                                                        
* I guess this strange gait was due to a reluctance to cooperate coupled with a desire to be seen to wish to 
cooperate. A similar mechanism can be seen if you give your obedient dog a slice of bread it doesn’t wish 
for. It looks you in the eye as it avidly chews, but it allows the chewed bread to fall, unswallowed, out of 
the sides of its mouth. 
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quote him verbatim — “why don’t we give ECT a whirl?” 
I’m afraid I burst out laughing. 
Dr Straatverkoper glowered at me. Sometimes I think he doubted my sanity. Jane du Lac 

smiled softly at me and sociably laid her hand on mine for a moment. 
The expression to give something a whirl dates from the heady days of liberated youth in 

the 1920’s; it means to try someone out on the dance-floor, as in Attaboy! You’re the bee’s 
knees. Dance? Let’s give it a whirl! 

And, of course, the expression “giving it a whirl” became, within our group, the slang 
term for Electro Convulsive Therapy in general. (The little theatre where ECT was carried out 
became known to the Six as the “Whirl Suite”.) 

And so, perhaps to be seen to be doing something, Dr Straatverkoper ordered 
electroconvulsive therapy for Mrs Walschearts. We gave it a whirl. We gave it quite a few 
whirls, as I remember. I think she had a total of six whirls in all. I recall her eyelids squeezing 
together in synchrony with the electric pulse given to her temples while she was restrained by 
the short-term anaesthetic and muscle-relaxant. And her expression of bemused bewilderment 
when the treatment was finished and the doctors had gone away. Whether ECT did any good or 
not I don’t know. I’m not being critical of ECT (I know little about the rationale of its use) but 
I was, and still am, critical of the fact that it was in Mrs Walschearts’ case given without a 
considered indication: her diagnosis was quite uncertain. Still, ECT was possibly better than 
long-term diazepam. I mentioned, a few paragraphs above, that diazepam was considered 
totally non-addictive by its manufacturer, who made a big point of this. Well, to quote Mandy 
Rice-Davies: “he would, wouldn’t he?”  Diazepam can be habit-forming and tolerance 
develops with time, in much the same way that it does with barbiturates, though one has to say 
that diazepam is much, much safer. Of course, that it would be likely to become habit-forming 
is common sense, and the medical profession should have guessed this before prescribing it 
wholesale for minor stress.  

Anything that blunts the edge of anxiety and makes you feel soothed is pretty well bound 
to be difficult to quit. This goes for beliefs as much as drugs. The world’s a cold, hard place 
unless you love and are reciprocally loved. In fact it’s dust. Beyond the means to live, to avoid 
pain and to sustain mental interest, love and friendship are the only things that upwardly 
mitigate existence. Why people have offspring except out of their own instinctual animal 
satisfaction in compliance with evolutionary drives when they themselves must die, I just don’t 
know, except that they give love and expect reciprocal love against their own death. Maybe 
love does not know it transcends consent: I certainly wasn’t asked for my consent to be here. 
Better not to have been born, Silenus said. Inexact shorthand: looking round at the incoherent 
intake of the hospital — arguably the compass of the human world in microcosm shorn of its 
dishonest veneer of convention — I was inclined to agree with him. Most persons permitted the 
tag of sanity are easily persuaded of their freedom while they remain willingly in thrall to 
oppressive institutions; this is why the many are so easily governed by the few. Our present 
reality is little more than a shared etiquette. It is little more than the agreement of a politesse. 

 
 

Echo and Absence 
 
 
She sat at the window in the sunlight, on a hard chair, the beams of light catching her 

profuse mid-brown hair. She was in her thirties, and was, at first glance, eerily attractive in an 
elfin way; her small head on narrow shoulders childlike; her bobbed hair girlish. The lawn and 
trees that framed her and formed her brilliant background were verdant and summery; the 
whole placid scene was one which could have been painted in a naïve colourist style of the 
1920s. Her dark and pretty eyes with their naturally long dark lashes were apparently alert, and 
followed my approach. Apart from the movement of her eyes she was motionless, her hands 
lying together in her lap. I knew nothing of her history. 

I stood next to Dr Jane du Lac facing her. Jane du Lac held her medical records — a green 
binder — in her two hands. 
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I stole a sideways look at Jane du Lac’s face. Watchful as always she was aware of my 
glance and ignored it. 

‘Miss Ellenge,’ said Jane du Lac. 
‘Yes,’ said Miss Ellenge, unmoving. 
‘How long have you been here?’ asked Jane du Lac. 
‘I came here ten minutes ago.’ 
She blinked infrequently. I began to realize that there was indeed something eerie about 

her presence. Her eyes may have moved, and been bright, but they were without a spark. 
‘Where do you live?’ 
‘34 Cedar Grove.’ 
‘Your full address, please.’ 
‘34 Cedar Grove, Redland. Bristol BS6.’ 
‘Do you know why you are here?’ 
‘Yes.’ 
‘Can you tell me, please?’ 
‘If you like.’ 
‘Perhaps you could tell me.’ 
‘Certainly.’ 
There was a long silence. 
‘Do you know why you are here?’ asked Miss Ellenge, suddenly, looking at me, taking 

on the role of questioner. 
‘I am a student.’ 
‘What is your address?’ 
‘I live here.’ 
Now, it’s very difficult to convey an impression of the eeriness of this conversation. Miss 

Ellenge’s words were interspersed with long silences; when she did speak, her words were 
staccato, crisply enunciated, but delivered without the slightest emotion. Her sentences were 
fragmentary and without uplift: each syllable was given equal importance. 

‘I live at my mother’s,’ she suddenly said. 
Then for the first time she moved a hand; her gesture was oddly marionette-like. She 

suddenly smiled, a curiously vacant expression. 
‘I know why I am here,’ she said. 
‘Well, why are you here?’ asked Jane du Lac, with a slight smile of her own. 
Miss Ellenge, seeing Jane smile, increased her own smile until it became fixed. ‘It can’t 

be helped,’ she said. 
‘What can’t be helped?’ 
‘None of it.’ With that she relapsed into silence. The smile faded. She sat as still as a 

statue, her pose marmoreal. 
I asked Jane for the notes. Jane shook her head. 
‘Please,’ said Miss Ellenge. She began to vocalize her thoughts in a clear voice, as though 

she were talking to herself. Her words were quite without content. This I found unusual; as I 
have said, people given a diagnosis of psychosis often speak in riddles which are decipherable, 
if you take the trouble. Miss Ellenge did not. She spoke like an odd child, vigilant, but without 
showing the slightest child-like curiosity. 

For the first time I could feel the uncanny nature of her presence: or, should I say, her 
absence. She was going through the motions of a dialogue. I realized that she was retailing Jane 
du Lac’s words. How might I best put it? Her mind as it were had become an echo-chamber. 
She looked at Jane du Lac with bright but empty eyes. 

I won’t go into a protracted description of the consultation; the unearthly feeling of a 
personal absence grew. 

In the corridor, afterwards, Jane du Lac turned to me. ‘What did you think of that?’ 
‘Uncanny. What is the matter with her? It’s almost as though there were no-one there. It’s 

like looking at a damaged robot.’ 
‘Well put.’ 
She began walking again; I accompanied her. We went outside to the sundial where the 
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other students were sitting on a bench, drinking the terrible, tasteless tea dispensed by the 
vending machine. Tall Martha had long given up on the institutional tea and was drinking 
water. 

‘Miss Ellenge.’ Jane du Lac sat on a bench in the sun. We formed a semicircle round her, 
and she began her short and informal tutorial. 

‘Now, I have taken all of you to see Miss Ellenge on different days. None of you has seen 
her notes. What is your impression? Diana?’ 

‘Her personhood has gone,’ said Diana Rushfield, taking off her tortoiseshell Alice band 
and putting one end of it in her mouth. ‘There is no-one there. There are no emotions.’ 

‘Well put. What has caused that?’ Jane du Lac crossed her arms and basked in the warm 
sun. ‘Guess.’ 

‘Is it due to some sort of medication that she’s receiving?’ asked Tall Martha, her 
curiosity very evident: as I say, she radiated her every emotion clearly: in this she was in 
diametric contrast to the patient. 

‘Very close, Martha.’ Jane du Lac sighed. ‘She was given a bilateral prefrontal 
leucotomy five years ago. It’s an odd sensation, speaking to her. They took away the prefrontal 
lobes of her brain, and, it seems, everything that made her an individual. She mirrors those she 
speaks to. She borrows. Imperfectly. And most people find the existential vacuum unsettling.’ 
She laughed. ‘And when something unsettles you, you tend to joke about it.’ 

‘The lights are on, but nobody’s at home,’ said Tall Martha. ‘I’m not being smart.’ She 
stood up and brushed her dress, a sign of her anxiety. She spoke, almost under her breath: ‘tell 
me: any one of you: where resides the soul?’ 

 
 

The Suturer quits 
 
 
I stood it for three months. Had it not been for Jane du Lac I don’t think I could have 

stood it for three weeks. Working on your own in a place like this, without true friendship, you 
very quickly become a little disorientated: this swiftly leads to institutionalized behaviour. (Our 
group had been split up amongst city General Practitioners: my GP worked in a once 
fashionable and still picturesque but very poor, even squalid, part of the city: I returned to the 
mental hospital every evening. Everything was depressing: to tell you the truth I keenly missed 
Tall Martha; we only met on Sunday Mornings for our gas-fests.)  You need a friend to prevent 
this functional disorientation. And Jane du Lac had become a true friend, even if only for the 
duration of my stay. An ally and a friend. She is one of the most unusual people I have ever met. 
I wish I’d kept up a correspondence with her. I so wish I had. But perhaps a state of friendship 
between us was apposite only in regard to the isolated environment in which we then found 
ourselves. Away from that strange and unsettling isolation companionable feelings may well 
have quickly evaporated. We needed each other implicitly in that stressful place. She was 
certainly as sad to see me leave as I was to leave her. And I’ve not told you this; I’ve been a 
little diffident about doing so. When we were in the doctors’ mess, the night she had released 
me from the padded cell, she had said to me, her expression inscrutable, her words gentle: ‘I 
really could keep you as a pet. Perhaps I should do so. You are just about the only person to 
whom I have felt close who hasn’t in the end tried to use me, hurt me or to rip me off 
emotionally.’ She said that, in those words. Her manner had been open and frank. Then she had 
spontaneously embraced me. And I her. I could believe what she had said. Her brusque manner 
was something of a protection; her inner self was quite vulnerable and she was easily hurt. I was 
privileged to have been allowed an insight into the mind of a remarkable and self-defensive 
person. 

Three months living in a tiny room in a mental hospital. I had saved myself some money, 
but what of that? 

How many people did I stitch in my three months? I’ve lost count. Not that many, really, 
I suppose, and none of the gashes very serious, even if some of them were dramatic and tedious 
to repair. If you wish me to be honest, it’s difficult not to feel anger towards someone who gets 
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you out of bed because of their purposeful self-harm, particularly when it’s only a gesture. Your 
night’s sleep is wasted; you have a heavy day tomorrow: but they care nothing for that. You try 
not to express your feelings, and so you carry them away with you. They’re not resolved, so 
you’re in danger of getting screwed up yourself. I was fortunate to have Jane to talk to. Of 
course, I would not have seen the more serious injuries. There were suicides, though, including 
one on the main-line railway which ran half a mile away. The mortuary door opened easily on 
well-used hinges. The mortuary was an isolated building in the woods. Jane used to practise her 
violin at night in the post-mortem room, well away from occupied buildings.  The 
reverberations were astonishing: she would use them as a second instrument in her 
improvisations. I used to sit on the slab and listen to her. Her violin was a good one; a G A 
Chanot of Manchester. The post-mortem room was unusual in being equipped with an upright 
piano; it had apparently been brought in by a previous registrar who had left it here when he 
finished his post. 

Having regretfully said farewell to Jane du Lac the previous evening — and I really 
would miss her; far more than ever I would have thought on the occasion of our first meeting — 
I strapped my suitcase on the back of my motorcycle and left without any other regret. Except 
that I had to say farewell to Miss Ivie. 

I went to the villa where Miss Ivie lived. I found her outside, on her own, in the sun, 
sitting on the grass, holding an institutional-looking sandwich on a plate in her lap. The 
sandwich was dry and curling. Miss Ivie looked far away as though in a deep, mystical reverie. 

‘May I sit beside you, Miss Ivie?’ 
She rejoined the sublunary world and patted the grass beside her. 
I sat down. I told her I was leaving. 
‘Leaving? I wish you well. I’m not leaving. No. Can’t.’ She looked at me with an 

expression of quiet camaraderie. This woman was no more schizophrenic than I. I’m sure. She 
laid her hand on mine. ‘No touching,’ she said. ‘It isn’t allowed here.’ She gripped my hand. 
‘No touching, she says.’ Then she put her arms round me and tightly embraced me. I embraced 
her. ‘No touching, ever. It isn’t allowed,’ she said, and laughed. It was the first time I had heard 
her laugh. She looked me in the eye with her mysterious dark gaze. Then she spoke a line of 
conventional English in a conventional way. ‘I have never met a man my equal. But you— 
Were I your age I should wish to elope with you,’ she said. ‘At a word from you I’d be on the 
back of your motorbike in an instant. I’d go wherever you took me. A romantic thought. A lady 
and her knight. A little more romance, a little more truth, a little more listening, a little more 
faithfulness, and I should not be here.’ 

We sat together in silence; then I rose to my feet. 
She watched me as I started the Bantam and put on my helmet. 
I turned and waved to her from the end of her villa’s drive. She instantly responded with 

an idiosyncratic wave of her own, her arm fixed and her body swaying from side to side. Miss 
Ivie. What had her girlhood been like? Her adolescence? Her young womanhood? 

I stopped at the Medical Block and handed back the chatelaine of keys to Dr 
Straatverkoper’s secretary, who was doing half-a dozen tasks at once, and who took back the 
keys with an abstracted air without speaking a word, not even good-bye. 

I said ‘good bye,’ but she, oblivious to the world, was leafing through a brown quarto 
box-file. 

I left the office, started up the Bantam again, and rode between the gateposts. The 
ball-finials were both unoccupied. 

I rode down the narrow approach lane and onto the main road. The air was fresh and 
rural. I turned south. The traffic was light. My days as a resident of a mental hospital were over. 

Thinking back to Jane. 
I often wonder what became of Jane du Lac, my true teacher in that place. She was one of 

those people who never really leave your mind. You retain something of the presence of their 
character, and you are the better for it. 

Forty or more years have passed since then; from the persistence of my memory you can 
see something of the impression which the place made upon me. 

The hospital has closed. It is now depopulated. I happened to be passing a few days ago 
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and saw rubbish lying on the drive; office chairs and rusting cabinets. 
The central block is derelict and boarded up, though someone has forced an entry. 

Though security is fairly tight, lead has been stripped from the roofs. Rot, with the ingress of 
water, has set in with quick efficiency. Dr Straatverkoper’s office has graffiti (unlikely-looking 
nude anatomies in crude coition) scrawled on the walls. His desk is upended, its woodwork 
smashed. Rubbish is strewn about; files, binders, old blueprints, architectural drawings. By 
chance I found an elevation of Miss Ivie’s villa — Rickford, it was called — and I folded it and 
put it in my pocket. I still have it, actually.  

I walked along the corridor to the ECT “Whirl” suite. The door was open, the lock 
broken. The terrazzo floor was covered with shattered glass. The anaesthetic machine was still 
there, on its side, its controls vandalised. It was an ancient but well-constructed piece of 
equipment: one of the Cavendish models made by MIE. I touched the nitrous oxide and oxygen 
valves and thought of Tall Martha’s long, sacerdotal fingers touching them: suddenly I was 
transported back through the years. Two persons with a single shared habitus. Veni mecum 
ludere. Bernini’s Ecstasy of Saint Teresa. She would have been better as a gas-girl in my 
opinion. Don’t reminisce. You don’t need reminiscence: you’ll never forget.  

I looked out of the broken window towards Miss Ivie’s villa. She’d be about ninety now, 
were she still alive. She might well still be going. She had a tough constitution. I knew that I 
should not have returned. There is something melancholy about witnessing the death of even an 
institution such as this, a formal prison to so many guiltless lives. 

As I looked round Dr Straatverkoper’s ruined office, the broken glass breaking further on 
the linoleum beneath my feet, I pondered the ancient metaphor of the unregarded father, an 
olympian misogynist, now dead, who had in late life chosen the investigative and rebellious 
son. To him he would yield faithful copies of the keys of his parental realm. Who knows. 
Perhaps I had badly misjudged the man. I don’t know. I shouldn’t place psychological truisms 
where they have no right to stand. Maybe they are not true. Well, I had misjudged 
Straatverkoper, as I now know. Sons misjudge their fathers. Maybe the young Straatverkoper 
had misjudged his. When you are young you think you understand more than you do. To ask a 
further question: why had Straatverkoper not chosen his daughter? I think he was afraid of Tall 
Martha. 

And at the end of the day you can’t trust the narrator. All systems end as this. That’s the 
world for you. It is endlessly mysterious. It doesn’t have a stable and enduring narrative. 

Then, in the fast-fading daylight, I heard the bark of the Alsatian guard dogs, and saw, 
through the broken windows, the flickering light from the torches of the security men on the 
brow of the hill, between the beeches, and so I quietly scarpered. 

 
THE END 
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